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ABSTRACT

Two telemetry and communications antennas for the Shuttle Orbiter are described. Each
antenna is circularly polarized and flush mounted under the thermal protection tiles. The
quad antenna provides two beam positions selected by an electromechanical switch, and
uses two cavity backed crossed dipole elements radiating through reduced size circular
apertures called irises. The GPS/hemi antenna covers three frequencies, with 160E cone
coverage at two L-band frequencies and 120E cone coverage at S-band.

INTRODUCTION

S-band telemetry and communications performance of the Shuttle Orbiter is being
upgraded through development of improved antennas. All antennas are circularly
polarized, have strictly flush configuration, and are located under the thermal protection
system. These antennas are located as shown in Figure 1. Four quad antennas are used,
nominally 90E apart in roll, each covering a sector 100E in roll and 140E in pitch. The
primary frequency band is 2.00 to 2.30 GHz, with a secondary band from 1.75 to 1.85
GHz. These antennas are being changed from broad beam to switched beam configuration
so that each quad antenna has two beam positions for eight total beams around the Shuttle.
Present S-band hemi antennas at the top and bottom of the Orbiter are being changed to
GPS/hemi antennas providing near hemispherical coverage for both GPS frequencies
(1.228 and 1.575 GHZ) and a single S-band frequency (2.250 GHz).

QUAD ANTENNA DESIGN

Each quad antenna is rectangular, 31.75 cm long and 40.64 cm wide. The surface of the
Shuttle is considerably contoured in the quad antenna area. This presents a mounting
problem for the antennas which was solved by mounting each quad antenna on a flat
mounting plane that is recessed below the Shuttle skin. The antenna is attached to this



mounting plane, and its thickness is specified over its entire surface so as to conform to the
Shuttle inner mold line which is the contour of its aluminum skin. After the antenna is
installed in the Shuttle, a layer of felt is bonded over it along with the entire surface of the
vehicle, and the high temperature silica tiles are bonded to the felt which then acts as a
strain isolator pad. The mounting details are shown in Figure 2. The Shuttle/antenna
interface would normally have a small gap extending from the surface to the mounting
flange, which would present an inductive reactance to the skin currents and therefore
modify the antenna pattern. As noted in Figure 2, this was avoided by the use of a spiral
gasket located close to the surface.

The two beam positions of each quad antenna had to cover an angular sector 140E wide in
the pitch plane and 100E wide in the roll plane with gain levels in excess of 4 dB and right
hand circular polarization. After a trade-off study it was apparent that if a broad
beamwidth element could be developed, a two element array of such elements, oriented
fore-aft relative to the Shuttle, would best meet the coverage requirements. The two
elements are fed in quadrature and an electromechanical transfer switch is used to
interchange the two element excitations and hence switch the beam direction. The array
schematic is shown in Figure 3. The element also had to have broad bandwidth and flush
mounting. The design approach shown in Figure 4 was chosen. It is a crossed dipole in a
square cavity. The beamwidth was broadened by the use of an electrically small round
aperture (0.398 in diameter) in front of the crossed dipole. This aperture had to be
dielectrically loaded for resonance. The element pattern beamwidth, which was 80E-90E
without the iris, broadened to 107E with the iris. This beamwidth exceeded the 100E
coverage sector in roll as required.

As noted above, each quad antenna produces two beams, one forward and one aft.
Selection of the proper quad antenna gives switching in the roll plane, so each quad
antenna covers a 90E sector in the roll plane (the 100E coverage allows for overlap),
Unfortunately, the mounting locations available for the quad antennas orient them as much
as 10E away from the centers of their coverage sectors in roll. These pointing errors were
corrected by using a wide-angle conical horn transition (168E cone angle) between the iris
aperture and the skin of the Shuttle. This cone was filled with a dielectric radome to
provide a mounting surface for the thermal protection tiles and also give the required
dielectric loading of the iris aperture. By machining the cones at an angle to the Shuttle
surface normal and also mounting the cavities and dipoles at the same angle, the element
coverages were properly centered relative to the roll coverage sectors. As shown in Figure
4, the dielectric radome and the aluminum antenna flange are both numerically machined to
the Shuttle contour requirements.



QUAD ANTENNA PERFORMANCE

The performance of the quad antenna was calculated by estimating the principal and cross
polarized element pattern, and then calculating the performance of arrays of identical
elements by adding the element contributions with the proper phase relationships. This
allowed various array configurations to be compared and led to the choice of a two
element array. When measured element patterns were available, they were used in place of
the estimated patterns, giving accurate performance predictions which were compared in
detail to the measured coverage.

Testing of the quad antennas took place at the Rockwell Anaheim facility and were
repeated at the NASA Houston facility. The latter tests used large full scale mock-ups
about 2.4 meters in length and width, duplicating the Shuttle contour over the full surface
of the mock-up. The surface insulation was simulated by installing the felt strain isolator
pad and tiles having the same thickness and dielectric constant as those on the Shuttle,
except that lower cost plastic foam tiles were used on the mock-up instead of silica foam
tiles as installed on the flight vehicle.

Calculated and measured coverage contours, showing the angular sector having 4 dB gain
or higher, are shown in Figure 5. In the coverage contours, the pitch angle is measured
from the nose of the Orbiter while the roll angle is measured from the top. As can be seen,
four beam positions are provided per side of the Orbiter by the upper and lower quad
antennas, and the other side will have the same performance because of the right-left
symmetry of the Orbiter. The 4 dB contours did not have as much fore-aft coverage as
desired, but 59% of the sphere around the Shuttle is covered at a gain level of 4 dB or
higher at the measurement frequency of 2.11 GHz. The reduced gain requirement of - 1 dB
over 1.750 -1.850 GHz is achieved over 89% of the full sphere. Ohmic losses averaged
1.7 dB over the 2.00-2.30 GHz band. These included ohmic losses in the thermal
protection material, radome, elements, stripline feed networks, coaxial connecting cables,
electromechanical switch, and the power absorbed in internal loads due to various
component mismatches. The total cross polarization loss was 0.8 dB. This antenna
therefore provides excellent spherical coverage at moderately high gain levels.

GPS/HEMI ANTENNAS

Hemispherical coverage GPS/hemi antennas mounted on the top centerline and bottom
centerline of the Shuttle were also developed. These antennas are notable because they are
circularly polarized, have very broad coverage with low losses, and are strictly flush
mounted. The antennas are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. The hemi section is a disk
resonator recessed in a shallow circular cavity and radiating through an 0.338 diameter
iris. The disk is fed by a flat stripline balun and quadrature hybrid network as shown in



Figure 8. The quadrature hybrid is an overlapped stripline coupler identical to those used
in the quad antenna. The two outputs then feed two baluns oriented at right angles under
the disk. The stripline assembly including the upper and lower ground planes are machined
to a width of 0.64 cm and plated on the sides, thus forming a square conductor 0.51 cm
high by 0.64 cm wide with the stripline conductor inside of it. The conductive path is
interruped by a gap at the crossover and the stripline center conductor extends 0.258,

beyond the gap to form a flat balun similar to the Marchand balun(l), except using a square
conductor between two ground planes rather than a round coaxial geometry. The bahun is
enclosed in a 0.58 diameter housing and feeds four posts which extend up through the
metal wall dividing the balun cavity and the radiating cavity, and attach to the radiating
disk. The diameter of the disk and the diameter of the feed circle were adjusted until an
impedance match was obtained at the desired frequency. This impedance match was
obtained with the iris and thermal protection material present. Because of the use of low
dielectric constant material surrounding the disk and using ample space (0.96 cm) between
the disk and the conducting ground planes above and below it, the bandwidth was
relatively broad compared to the circular microstrip element which it resembles. The
bandwidth was 50 MHz (2.2%) at 2:1 VSWR. Because the element is fed with a
quadrature hybrid, however, the reflected power was absorbed in the internal hybrid load
and a broadband impedance match was seen at the input.

The GPS section, which receives satellite navigation signals at 1.228 GHz and 1.575 GHz,
was required to cover both frequencies and an angular coverage of 160E in all planes.
Right circular polarization was also required. Because of the dual frequency requirement,
an iris small enough to broaden the beamwidth at 1.575 GHz could not be matched at
1.228 GHz. As a result, a quartz loaded circular microstrip element recessed in a small
cylindrical cavity was used. Two resonator disks were fed in series from the same type of
balun as used in the hemi section. Again, the resonator diameters and feed circle diameters
were experimentally optimized to obtain an impedance match at both frequencies. The
quartz pieces separating the resonators from each other and from the bottom of the cavity
were each 0.65 cm thick. The measured bandwidth was 1.3% at the lower frequency and
3.0% at the upper frequency, both measured at the 2:1 VSWR points. Again, the input
impedance match is broadband due to the VSWR isolating effect of the quadrature hybrid
used to provide circular polarization. The measured performance is summarized in Table 1.
The GPS and hemi sections had no measurable effect on each other in spite of their close
proximity, probably because of their narrow bandwidths.



TABLE 1.  GPS/HEMI PERFORMANCE

HEMI SECTION GPS SECTION
Frequency
Gain/Coverage
Peak gain
Bandwidth for internal VSWR less than 2:1

Size (excluding balun and hybrid)

2.25 Ghz
+1 dB gain or higher within 120E cone
6.0 dB
50 MHz (2.2%)

8.9 cm dia, 2.3 cm deep

1.228 GHz and 1.575 Ghz
-3 dB gain or higher within 160E cone
5.8 dB
16 MHz (1.3%) at 1.228 GHz, 47 MHz
(3.0%) at 1.575 Ghz
8.9 cm dia, 1.9 cm deep

CONCLUSION

Wide coverage, high gain, circularly polarized antennas have been developed for the
Shuttle Orbiter. The switched-beam S-band quad antenna provides 4 dB gain while the
GPS/hemi Antenna provides -3 dB gain for GPS and + 1 dB gain for S-band telemetry.
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Figure 1.  Antenna Locations and Coordinate Systems



Figure 2.  Left Hand, Lower Quad Antenna

Figure 3.  Pictorial Schematic of Quad Antenna



Figure 4.  Tilted Element with Conical Transition

Figure 5.  Coverage of Quad Antenna



Figure 6.  Exterior View of GPS/Hemi Antennas

Figure 7.  Internal View of GPS/Hemi Antennas



Figure 8.  Details of Hemi Section


